Abstract-Nighttime driving is more dangerous than daytime driving-particularly for senior drivers. Three to four times as many driving-related deaths occur at night than in the daytime. To improve the safety of night driving, automatic pedestrian detection based on infrared images has drawn increased attention because pedestrians tend to stand out more against the background in infrared images than they do in visible light images. Nevertheless, pedestrian detection in infrared images is by no means trivial-many of the known difficulties carry over from visible light images, such as image variability occasioned by pedestrians being in different poses. Typically, several different pedestrian templates have to be used in order to deal with a range of poses. Furthermore, pedestrian detection is difficult because of poor infrared image quality (low resolution, low contrast, few distinguishable feature points, little texture information, etc.) and misleading signals. To address these problems, this paper introduces a shape-independent pedestrian-detection method. Our segmentation algorithm first estimates pedestrians' horizontal locations through projection-based horizontal segmentation and then determines pedestrians' vertical locations through brightness/bodyline-based vertical segmentation. Our classification method defines multidimensional histogram-, inertia-, and contrast-based classification features. The features are shape-independent, complementary to one another, and capture the statistical similarities of image patches containing pedestrians with different poses. Thus, our pedestrian-detection system needs only one pedestrian template-corresponding to a generic walking pose-and avoids brute-force searching for pedestrians throughout whole images, which typically involves brightness-similarity comparisons between candidate image patches and a multiplicity of pedestrian templates. Our pedestrian-detection system is neither based on tracking nor does it depend on camera calibration to determine the relationship between an object's height and its vertical image locations. Thus, it is less restricted in applicability. Even if much work is still needed to bridge the gap between present pedestrian-detection performance and the high reliability required for real-world applications, our pedestrian-detection system is straightforward and provides encouraging results in improving speed, reliability, and simplicity.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATIC detection of pedestrians at night has attracted more and more attention. Eighty percent of police reports [2] cited driver errors as the primary cause of vehicle crashes. Because depth perception, color recognition, and peripheral vision are all impaired after sundown, three to four times as many deaths occur during nighttime driving than daytime driving. In addition, people's visual capabilities deteriorate substantially as they age, as shown in Fig. 1 , which compares the visual ability of a driver of age 60 with those of a driver of age 20. A 50-year-old driver needs twice as much light to see as does a 30-year-old [1] .
To enhance safety, current night-vision systems use infrared cameras to provide visual aids projected on a heads-up display. In the long run, however, automatic pedestrian detection and warning is envisioned so that drivers can respond promptly without being distracted by added gadgetry. Compared to the vast research on pedestrian detection based on visible light images [3] - [8] , as summarized in [9] - [11] , work on infrared-based pedestrian-detection research [9] - [11] has begun only recently. In an earlier paper [12] , we systematically compared different properties of visible and infrared images and noted several unique features of infrared-based pedestrian detection. In this paper, we further investigate the statistical properties of these features and introduce a novel shape-independent pedestrian-detection scheme, including automatic pedestrian image size estimation and multidimensional shape-independent classification. In this section, we first discuss how we evaluate detection performance, then review previous work and analyze challenges associated with automatic pedestrian detection using infrared images. Finally, we will discuss the advantages of our design as well as differences from conventional methods.
A. Performance Index
Pedestrian detection [5] , [6] includes two phases. Segmentation locates multiple regions of interest (RoIs) from infrared images and classification identifies pedestrians from the RoIs. In this paper, we evaluate both segmentation and classification performance. For segmentation, we define two new performance indices: segmentation side accuracy and segmentation side efficiency, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Segmentation side accuracy is defined as the square root of the ratio of the detected pedestrian region area over the entire pedestrian area , which indicates how much of the pedestrian region is captured. If, for example, the segmentation side accuracy is 50%, then the width and height of the detected region might be only half of the actual pedestrian's width and height. Segmentation side efficiency is defined as the square root of the ratio of the detected pedestrian area over the entire RoI area , which indicates how efficient the selection of the RoI region is. If, for example, the segmentation side efficiency is 50%, then the width and height of the detected pedestrian region might be only half of the actual RoIs width and height.
Both performance measures lie in the range of . The best segmentation performance is achieved when both measures are 1, which means that RoIs and actual pedestrian regions overlap completely. High segmentation accuracy with low efficiency indicates that, while most pedestrian regions are detected, this is at the cost of unnecessarily large RoI areas. Conversely, low segmentation accuracy with high efficiency indicates that the RoIs capture only a small portion of the pedestrians, though most RoI regions are within pedestrian regions.
To evaluate classification performance for multidimensional feature-based classification, we use different multidimensional thresholds and plot corresponding false-alarm/detection rates as points in a two-dimensional (2-D) performance space ( axis: false_alarm_rate/ axis: detection_rate), as shown in Fig. 2 (b) Classification performance improves when a performance point moves toward the upper and left direction. However, if one point is to the upper and right of another point, we cannot easily compare their performance. Thus, the upper/left boundary of classification performance points, as shown in solid curves in Fig. 2(b) , is used to demonstrate the classification ability of an algorithm and is called the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) boundary. The ROC boundary for a one-dimensional (1-D)-based classification degrades to the conventional ROC curve, as shown by the dotted and dashed curves in Fig. 2(b) . All ROC curves/boundaries include two points, (0,0) and (100%, 100%), which can be achieved by rejecting all or accepting all. Obviously, the best classification performance is at the upper/left corner-with a 100% detection rate and 0% false-alarm rate. The ideal ROC curve/boundary is a vertically flipped "L" shape as shown in Fig. 2(b) .
In this paper, detection/false-alarm rates on the ROC curves are shown for RoIs rather than image frames. We do not plot an ROC curve for frame detection/false-alarm rates, since such curve also depends on segmentation performance and, consequently, does not necessarily pass through the (100%, 100%) detection/false-alarm rate point, which is different from typical ROC curves.
However, for performance comparison with other published results, we do calculate frame detection/false-alarm rates based on a conventional definition in several cases. To calculate the number of detected frames, we count frames in which all pedestrians are detected and empty frames (with no pedestrian) in which there is no false alarm.
B. Challenges and Reviews for Pedestrian Detection With Infrared Images
Pedestrian detection using infrared images has its own advantages as well as disadvantages [9] - [12] when compared with detection using visible light images. In general, pedestrians emit more heat than static background objects, such as trees, roads, etc. In far-infrared images, pedestrian brightness tends to be less affected by lighting, color, texture, and shadow information than it is in visible light imagery and also is generally somewhat brighter than the background. However, infrared image intensities depend not only on object temperature, but also on object surface properties (emissivity, reflectivity, and transmissivity), surface orientation, wavelength, etc. Infrared images have their particular characteristics that lead to detection difficulties. First, nonpedestrian objects, such as animals, vehicles, transformers, electric boxes, roads, construction areas, light poles, etc., produce additional bright areas in infrared images, especially in summer. These additional sources of image clutter make it impossible to reliably detect pedestrians based only on their brightness. Second, the image intensities of the same objects are not uniform. Pedestrian orientation, clothes, accessories (such as backpacks), etc., all have an impact on observed image intensity patterns. Body/trunk areas are generally darker than head and hand areas, especially when pedestrians wear heavy coats or carry backpacks. The upper parts of light poles appear brighter than the lower parts because of contrast phenomena in typical far-infrared cameras. Nonhomogeneous optical properties add to detection difficulties. Third, most infrared image intensities have a smaller intensity range than do comparable visible images. This leads to low image quality: blur, poor resolution and clarity, low foreground/background contrast, fewer feature points, less texture information, etc. Thus, current infrared-based pedestrian-detection research is still limited [7] , [9] - [13] . Both segmentation accuracy and classification reliability of early night vision research needs to be significantly improved for it to be used practically [10] , [11] . For example, in winter, to have a false-alarm rate around 2.63% [11] , the detection rate has to be limited to only 35%. In summer, to have a 75%-90% detection rate, the false-alarm rate has to be raised to 100% [10] , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Below, we will discuss inherent difficulties in two phases and then review related current work.
1) Challenges and Reviews for RoI Segmentation:
It is difficult to segment pedestrians in real-world video images captured by cameras mounted on moving vehicles. Pedestrians have a variety of poses, sizes, and appearances and the background is changing rapidly as the cameras move through the environment. Many conventional fast segmentation algorithms have been developed for stationary cameras, such as background subtraction [14] , motion calculation, and tracking. These methods assume similar backgrounds or feature points and need initialization time. Thus, it is expected that pedestrian detection for intelligent vehicles can rely only on a single static image instead of multiple-image-based (motion-based) algorithms.
Conventionally, segmentation based on depth information is more straightforward than other methods and multiscale brute force searching can be avoided. However, binocular infrared camera setup is not widely used in most night vision research, except by Tsuji [7] . There might be reliability concerns because of the properties of infrared images discussed previously and the nodding movement of cameras on vehicles [12] . If detailed pedestrian contours can be extracted, pedestrians can be identified by using the contour-based shape model [3] - [5] , such as pedestrian shapes hierarchy [5] or human walking model [4] . Besides, human component features [5] , [15] - [18] , such as skin hue, eyes, faces, etc., also help when segmenting pedestrians in visible images.
The previous well-known fast segmentation features are not applicable to far-infrared images because of the images' unique properties. It also is hard to segment pedestrians by grouping bright spots belonging to pedestrians based only on their pixel intensities. Using one fixed brightness threshold, for example, will lead to several separated bright spots at both pedestrian regions and other noise resources, with results highly sensitive to the choice of brightness thresholds. If introducing templateshape-based multiscale brute-force searching, as some night vision algorithms do [as shown in Fig. 3(b) ], segmentation RoI outputs are all candidate-pedestrian patches of different sizes and aspect ratios, at multiple initial locations. The total number of RoIs for completely blind multiscale brute force searching is (1) where is the number of scales in estimating pedestrian sizes and is proportional to the image size , which is the number of initial RoI center positions that must be tried when testing at different scales. The large search space for blind searching is a serious limitation. Different segmentation algorithms take advantage of different features to decrease and to expedite the searching process. To decrease , [11] searches infrared images for bright and round regions as potential pedestrian heads. Reference [9] searches for hot symmetrical RoIs with specific size and aspect ratio based on the symmetry property of pedestrians and their brightness [19] . To decrease , [11] and [9] assume flat roads so that pedestrians' distance can be estimated based on pedestrians' vertical positions in images. Reference [11] first detects road surface boundaries in order to estimate pedestrian size and height and to remove impossible pedestrian size/position combinations. Reference [9] calibrates infrared cameras to build correspondences between image lines and distances in the three-dimensional (3-D) world for pedestrian size estimation.
Reference [10] does not make any assumptions and searches only for three pedestrian sizes in a multiscale brute force approach. Segmentation accuracy is limited compared with [9] and [11] . For real-world applications, segmentation algorithms need to further improve speed and accuracy and make fewer assumptions on the driving environment.
2) Challenges and Review for Classification: In far-infrared images, pedestrians yield widely varying image patterns because of variations in pedestrian poses and the imaging complexity mentioned before. Among multiple candidate image regions, differentiating pedestrians from nonpedestrian regions is difficult. Typically, the decision is made based on the similarity between RoI regions and multiple pedestrian templates with various poses and appearances. Similarity can be computed either directly or indirectly. Typical direct methods compare image intensity pixel by pixel and compute the image-intensity difference between two patches, i.e., the Frobenius norm of image pixel intensity differences. The classification methods heavily depend on shape matching and, as a result, are sensitive to segmentation errors and variations in pedestrian pose. Reference [10] defines a template probabilistic model to encode the shape information of pedestrians and the variations that the shape can undergo by describing the possibility of foreground and background at each pixel based on training data. Reference [9] identifies pedestrians through matching candidates with a simple model that encodes morphological characteristics of a pedestrian. The shape-dependent filter removes candidates that do not present a human shape or are not as hot as expected for a pedestrian. For indirect similarity comparison, shape-dependent pedestrian-intensity arrays are used to train classifiers to capture the similarity between pedestrian training samples and RoIs; for example, the support vector machine (SVM) [6] , [11] , neural network [8] , [17] , a posteriori detection (including polynomial classifiers, multilayer perceptrons, and radial-basis functions), etc. [as shown in Fig. 3(b) ]. Reference [11] proposed SVM classifiers for three types of pedestrians for infrared images. These brightness-similarity-comparison-based classification methods are shape dependent and might miss pedestrians with unusual poses even if multiple pedestrian-pose templates or training samples are used. Furthermore, complicated machine-learning methods require significant computational resources. In summary, speed, reliability, and performance robustness to pose changes and segmentation errors are serious concerns for real-world night-vision systems.
C. Methodology and Principle for Shape-independent Pedestrian Detection
Because of the abovementioned difficulties involved in shape-dependent and/or brute-force-searching-based methods, the performance of present pedestrian-detection systems is limited as shown in Fig. 3(a) . In this paper, we introduce a shape-independent automatic pedestrian detection method with straightforward implementation. Fig. 3(b) presents the major differences between our shape-independent methods and conventional shape-dependent methods. The algorithm can automatically estimate the horizontal location of candidate pedestrian regions to avoid brute force multiscale searching. Our novel classification-feature vectors can characterize the statistical similarity of multiple pedestrian regions with different poses and also can capture the statistical differences between pedestrian and nonpedestrian regions in infrared images. Thus, our multidimensional classification needs only one generic pedestrian template, as shown in Fig. 3(c) with size 58 21 pixels (details in Section III). The method is based on the unique statistical properties of far-infrared images that we discovered through investigating the differences between visible and infrared images [12] .
Our method has the following properties. First, it focuses on improving combined segmentation/classification systems and balances the complexity and performance of two subsystems instead of maximizing one process while sacrificing the other. This is because accurate segmentation can ease the classification task and robust classification can tolerate segmentation errors. Second, our segmentation procedure is robust to threshold choices. Finally, our algorithm does not make constraining assumptions for background (for example, flat roads); thus, our results are very general. The classification performance comparison is shown in Fig. 3(a) . For pedestrian detection in winter, we achieve a higher detection rate when we set the false-alarm rate to be similar to other available published results. For summer, we achieve a lower false-alarm rate when we set the detection rate to be similar to other available published results.
In the rest of this paper, we will introduce our automatic pedestrian segmentation and shape-independent multiple dimensional classification, respectively, in Sections II and III. Performance evaluation and future work will be discussed in Sections IV and V.
II. AUTOMATIC PEDESTRIAN SEGMENTATION
As mentioned in Section I-B1, conventional template-shape-based segmentation involves searching with computational load . We invented a new horizontal-first, vertical-second segmentation scheme involving only 1-D searching in vertical direction with computational load . This method first automatically estimates the horizontal locations of candidate pedestrian regions and then searches for pedestrian regions vertically within the corresponding image stripes (from top to bottom in the images) at the estimated horizontal positions. Thus, search space and computational load are reduced significantly. In this section, we will, respectively, introduce our horizontal segmentation algorithm, based on bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves, and vertical segmentation, based on brightness/bodylines.
A. Horizontal Segmentation
Here, we will first define the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curve, then explain how and why we can use this concept to estimate pedestrians' horizontal locations.
1) Bright-Pixel-Vertical-Projection Curves:
For an infrared image, we define its bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves as the number of bright pixels in image columns versus their corresponding horizontal positions. To count bright pixels, the intensity threshold is adaptively defined as
Bright Pixel Threshold
Image Intensity Intensity Margin (2) where the variable intensity margin is a fixed constant for different video sequences. Typically, the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves can be divided into several bumps or waves with rising left curves and falling right curves, as well as flat regions with zero height whose corresponding image stripes have no bright pixel, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Each pedestrian image will be captured in one image stripe corresponding to one such wave. In most cases, the width of the pedestrian-image region is equal to the width of the corresponding wave, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). The features of the defined curve are robust to the choices of brightness thresholds and problems mentioned in Section I-B. Fig. 4(a) shows the variation of projection curves corresponding to two different brightness thresholds. Generally, the height and shape of the waves in the curves will change. However, the horizontal locations and width of waves corresponding to pedestrians will not change significantly for the two reasons. First, for typical real-world far-infrared images, the image stripe containing one pedestrian is narrow and the number of bright background pixels in each column can be treated as more or less constant unless there happen to be some light poles, for example, which may also tend to appear narrow and bright, at least in summer. Later, we will discuss how pedestrians can be detected in this special case. Second, image columns passing through pedestrian regions tend to encounter more bright pixels than neighbor columns passing background regions. Both of these features are independent of the choices of brightness thresholds.
2) Projection-Based Horizontal Segmentation Algorithm: Based on the above properties of the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves, we can segment an image horizontally into several image stripes [as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 4(b) ], some of which contain individual pedestrians and roughly determine candidate pedestrians' image width. The procedure is as follows.
1) Adaptively choose a brightness threshold using (2) .
Record the number of bright pixels in each column in the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves. We select a large constant intensity margin in (2), which makes the brightness threshold adaptively small to ensure that the image columns containing pedestrians will have nonzero projection in the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves. 2) Automatically search for the starting points of all rising curves (wave-start points) and the ending points of all falling curves (wave-end points). 3) Separate the bright-pixel-vertical-projection curves into several waves by pairing wave-start points and wave-end points and ignoring flat regions of zero height. 4) Record image stripes corresponding to these waves. Because of background brightness "noises" in summer, projection curves for winter and summer images, as shown in Fig. 4 (b1)] with sparse foreground objects, pedestrian regions are less likely to be grouped with other "hot" foreground regions. In spite of the differences that might make image stripes wider than the actual pedestrian image width in some cases, pedestrians will be fully captured in individual horizontally separated stripes.
So far, we have presented a novel projection-based pedestrian presegmentation algorithm that horizontally separates infrared images into several image stripes that may contain pedestrians. In Section II-B, we will introduce how to search pedestrians' vertical locations in segmented image stripes.
B. Vertical Segmentation Within Horizontally Segmented Image Stripes
Here, we will introduce two vertical segmentation algorithms. The first is a brightness-based method (Section II-B1) that works best in winter and suburban situations, where most segmented image stripes for pedestrians reflect the true width of pedestrian-image regions. The second is a bodyline-based method (Section II-B2) for more complicated scenarios where the image stripes containing pedestrians might be wider than the pedestrian images' true width. These two methods provide complementary results that work best in different scenarios and the results from both methods are input to the classification step to further improve reliability and accuracy.
1) Vertical Segmentation Based on Brightness:
After obtaining horizontally segmented image stripes from Section II-A2, the vertical positions of candidate pedestrian regions can be estimated by the highest and the lowest vertical locations of bright pixels within these stripes.
This method is applicable when the estimate of the pedestrian region width is reasonably accurate. In this case, most brightness-based vertical segmentation results for both winter and summer data turn out correctly, as shown in Fig. 4 (c) and (d). Our classification algorithm has the ability to tolerate segmentation errors for pedestrian RoIs, such as the inclusion of extra background regions or conversely missed portions, as shown in the first and the fourth pedestrians from the left in Fig. 4(c) . Nonpedestrian RoIs have bright pixels at the boundaries, which facilitates the inertia-based classification algorithm, to be described later in Section III-B. When segmentation stripes are much wider than the actual pedestrian image size, RoIs may be much larger than the true width, as occurs for the third pedestrian from the right in Fig. 4(d) . A bodyline-based vertical segmentation algorithm (explained below) is proposed to improve segmentation performance in such more difficult situations.
2) Vertical Segmentation Based on Bodyline: In this method, we refine the pedestrian width estimation by detecting pedestrian regions' left and right boundary points within segmented image stripes. Thus, we can further search for pedestrians' vertical positions based on a geometric pedestrian-size model, as described next.
For each row of image stripes, we define the portion of image rows within pedestrian regions as the pedestrian bodyline and define prominent feature points where image rows meet pedestrian boundaries as pedestrian-bodyline terminals. Fig. 5 (a) presents one bodyline example in the waist area of a pedestrian image. Later, we will describe in detail how to detect bodyline and how to vertically segment pedestrians within image stripes.
Step 1) Pedestrian Horizontal Bodyline Detection.
Because of infrared image features, in each row within segmented image stripes, the left pedestrian-bodyline terminals are the points where image intensities change from darkness to brightness most rapidly. Similarly, at the right pedestrian-bodyline terminals, image intensities change from brightness to darkness most rapidly. To obtain pedestrian-bodyline terminals, we calculate intensity variation along the horizontal direction based on the modified Sobel method, as shown in (3) at the bottom of the page where are pixel coordinates, is image intensity, and is pixel-horizontal spacing. Within horizontal segmentation stripes, we first calculate pixel-horizontal spacing for all pixels in each row, then we search in the left half of the row for a point with the largest pixel-horizontal spacing as the candidate for the left bodyline-terminal points. We skip the row where pixel-horizontal spacing for all pixels is smaller or equal to zero. Similarly, we determine the right bodyline terminal with the most negative pixel-horizontal spacing in the right half of the row. Thus, we obtain the two outmost boundaries and a bodyline for candidate pedestrians in each row within horizontal segmentation stripes. For the segmented image stripes shown in Fig. 4(b) ; results shown in 5(b) preserve all pixels within detected candidate bodylines, in which pedestrians stand out and the background pixels surrounding the pedestrian regions have been removed. It may happen that some boundary points belong to other "hot objects" next to the pedestrians and we might not obtain a clear bodyline at every row of pedestrian regions. However, as long as we can obtain one bodyline, in the next step we can still estimate the candidate pedestrian's image location based on the bodyline information.
Step 2) Pedestrian Location Estimation Based on Pedestrian-Bodyline Matching In Fig. 5(a) , we propose a geometric pedestrian-size model that defines one pedestrian's size (3) and location based on the location and length of a waist bodyline. The reason we use waist bodylines is that the contrast between human waist areas and their local background neighborhoods tends to be robust to the poses of walking pedestrians. Horizontal waist bodylines are more likely to be detected and are not easily missed under a variety of conditions. Using the size model, we can define multiple candidate pedestrian regions by assuming each detected bodyline to be the waist bodyline of a pedestrian. Fig. 5(c) provides an example of bodyline-based pedestrian location estimation. A few estimated candidate pedestrian regions are marked.
Step 3) Histogram-Based Bodyline/Pedestrian Searching Among multiple candidate regions defined previously within a vertical image stripe, there is at most one actual pedestrian image region. Choosing one candidate pedestrian region is, essentially, a classification problem. We first use one histogram-based classification feature to search for the best candidate within each image stripe. After obtaining one candidate for each image stripe, we further determine whether it is an actual pedestrian image using the multidimensional classification features. Details of the histogram-based feature and other classification features will be explained in Section III. It is worth mentioning that we do not need to use a threshold in the searching process, since we choose RoIs that are closest to our default pedestrian template [ Fig. 3(c) ] in histogram feature space. For initial horizontally segmented image stripes in the bottom row of Fig. 4(b) , the bodyline-based vertical segmentation result is shown in Fig. 5(d) , which provides more accurate segmentation result than the brightness-based segmentation result shown in Fig. 4(d) , where background noise causes segmentation errors.
In sum, the flowchart of automatic pedestrian segmentation starts with projection-based horizontal segmentation, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Within segmented image stripes, brightness-based vertical segmentation assumes that pedestrian pixels are brighter than the rest of background pixels in the image stripes. The bodyline-based method assumes there exists clear brightness contrast between pedestrian image regions and their horizontal-neighbor regions and searches for the left-positive/right-negative vertical-edge pairs with high pixel-horizontal spacing in order to detect potential pedestrian bodylines and to estimate candidate pedestrian positions. Both methods automatically estimate pedestrians' sizes and avoid multiscale brute-force searching. The first method is straightforward and works reliably in suburban summer cases as well as winter cases. The second method works in complicated urban driving situations. Neither method needs to assume flat roads and both can work in a general driving situation. In real-world applications, both segmentation results will be fused in the classification step.
Conventional segmentation involves brute-force searching within an entire image and produces multiple initial RoIs, as in (1). Instead, bodyline-based segmentation involves only searching among multiple bodylines within horizontally segmented image stripes and the number of produced initial RoIs is (4) where is the number of horizontally segmented image stripes and is usually less than 20 (even less than the number of image columns) and is the largest number of bodylines in segmented image stripes and is much less than the number of image rows. Thus, is significantly less than in (1). The number of RoIs for brightness-based segmentation is equal to . In sum, our vertical segmentation produces fewer candidate RoIs.
III. CLASSIFICATION
To recognize pedestrians, conventional classification is based on brightness-similarity comparisons between RoIs and multiple templates. The method is shape dependent and is subject to segmentation errors and pose changes, as mentioned in Section I-B2. For robustness and reliability, we propose innovative classification that is based on comparing the similarity between multidimensional shape-independent feature vectors for RoIs and vectors for one generic pedestrian template. In this section, we first introduce histogram-, inertia-, and contrast-based classification features individually, then will propose our multidimensional classification methods and compare the classification ability of our defined shape-independent features with conventional shape-dependent features.
A. Histogram-Based Classification
In this section, we discuss the brightness-histogram similarities among pedestrian regions with various poses, sizes, and appearances and introduce the histogram feature's ability to separate pedestrian/nonpedestrian RoIs based on one generic pedestrian template.
1) Statistical Similarity of Brightness Histograms for Pedestrian RoIs:
In Section I-B, we mentioned that pedestrian regions in infrared images are complex and not homogeneous. However, when pedestrians change poses, the intensity patterns should be consistent for similar body areas in different infrared images. Because of similar body temperatures and similar pedestrian surface properties, this observation applies not only for the same pedestrian in different poses, but also for different pedestrians with different gender, clothing, and in different seasons. Thus, there exists the similarity among image-brightness-histogram curves for pedestrian patches containing different people, with different poses, and in different seasons. This property is demonstrated in the histogram curve comparison in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) is our default pedestrian template cut from a summer sequence. Fig. 6(b) shows seven examples of pedestrian RoIs from four winter images, in which pedestrians have different poses and are of different gender. Fig. 6(d) demonstrates the similarity among the brightness-histogram curves for the seven pedestrian regions. Fig. 6(f) compares the average brightness-histogram curves of the above seven pedestrian regions from winter images (solid line) with the histogram curve for the pedestrian template from summer images (dashed line) in Fig. 6(a) .
We further demonstrate statistical histogram similarity for pedestrian regions through the variation of brightness-histogram curves from 911 rectangular pedestrian regions in seven different driving sequences. Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows examples of pedestrian appearances and sizes in two sample sequences. We normalize all pedestrian patches to a standard size [58 21] (1218 pixels) before calculating their smoothed brightness-histogram curves, i.e., hist , which is the number of pixels with brightness . Fig. 7(c) defines the histogram variation curve, i.e., the distribution of histogram variation value for all brightness . In this way, the variation of all 911 histogram curves hist from their average histogram hist is presented as the collective histogram variation curve in Fig. 7(d) , which resembles a Gaussian shape (of zero mean) with certain skewness. We can see that most histogram shape variation is within pixels, which is only 8.2% of the largest variation (1218 pixels). This fact provides us with statistical evidence that histogram curves for pedestrian regions are very similar. Fig. 6 (e) shows the comparison among all histogram curves for nonpedestrian RoIs in Fig. 6(c) , while 6(g) shows the comparison between their average and the brightness histogram of a summer pedestrian template, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Similar results for pedestrian RoIs are drawn in Fig. 6 
2) Classification Ability of Histogram Feature:
where hist and hist are histogram curves for RoIs and a template, respectively; is the normalization coefficient; and weight is the weighting function that is fixed for all classification calculations. Typically, segmentation errors might introduce extra dark background or bright regions, leading to higher histogram curve peaks at small/large brightness values. Weight is set to be small when brightness is very dark or bright in order to reduce the impact of segmentation errors. The expected value of histogram difference for pedestrian RoIs is 0. The larger the histogram difference for an RoI, the less likely the RoI is to be a pedestrian. 
B. Inertia-Based Classification
The inertia-based classification feature is based on the inertia similarity among pedestrian regions and also is shape independent. We define inertia value for one image patch as Image Inertia (6) where is the pixel brightness values for image patches after size normalization and is the distance from a pixel to image center, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Image inertia value is the summation of rotation momentum with respect to the image center for all pixels while subjected to a scaling factor. The scaling factor (denominator) is the summation of rotation momentum for all pixels in our generic pedestrian template patch in Fig. 6(a) . Inertia values for pedestrian patches with different poses should be close to 1. In Sections III-B1 and B2, we will discuss the statistical similarity among all pedestrian RoI inertia values and demonstrate the feature's classification ability.
1) Statistical Similarity of Pedestrian RoI Inertia Feature:
For the 911 pedestrian regions mentioned in Section III-A1 [examples are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) ], the distribution of their inertia values is plotted in Fig. 8(b Fig. 8(b) demonstrates inertia similarity for pedestrian regions in infrared images.
2) Classification Ability of Inertia Feature: The inertia-based feature helps to remove classification ambiguity based on the histogram feature alone. When pedestrian/nonpedestrian RoIs produced by our segmentation algorithm have similar brightness histograms, RoIs have similar numbers of bright pixels, some of which must situate around image boundaries. For typical pedestrian RoIs, most bright pixels stay in the middle of image patches and only a few pixels at heads, hands, and feet areas touch horizontal and vertical boundaries. For typical nonpedestrian RoIs, bright pixels are less centralized with more bright pixels near horizontal and vertical boundaries, leading to different inertia values. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , the inertia value for the right nonpedestrian patch is larger than for the left pedestrian patch, despite their similar histogram feature.
C. Contrast-Based Classification
In infrared images, there exists brightness contrast between pedestrian regions and their horizontal and vertical neighborhoods. The horizontal brightness contrast has been used in our segmentation algorithm to obtain pedestrians' left/right boundaries. The vertical brightness contrast is not directly used to identify pedestrians in segmentation. Instead, it is used to identify nonpedestrian as follows.
We evaluate the vertical brightness contrast for an RoI by comparing the vertical edges for an RoI region and its vertical neighborhood regions, as shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . Vertical edges are defined as the image pixels with pixel-horizontal spacing [defined in (3), Section II-B2] larger than a constant threshold. The average number of vertical edge pixels in each row of a rectangular region is defined as the region's row-edge index.
For a rectangular RoI region, its upper/lower vertical neighborhood region is defined as the rectangular region that is directly above/below the RoI with the same column width and half the RoI height. The row-edge indices for an RoI and its upper and lower vertical neighborhoods are, respectively, called RoI row-edge index, upper row-edge index, and lower rowedge index. These three variables are the components of our defined RoI contrast-feature vectors. Rich texture leads to a large row-edge index. For an RoI, the comparison between its RoI row-edge index and upper/lower row-edge index provides vertical texture contrast information between the RoI and its vertical neighborhoods.
For typical infrared images from real driving scenes, the vertical neighborhoods of pedestrian RoIs are narrow backgrounds, since image stripes containing one pedestrian are narrow and usually there is no pedestrian at the top of another pedestrian region within one segmented image stripe. The number of vertical edge pixels within narrow backgrounds are limited and the upper/lower row-edge index for pedestrian RoIs should not be large. Specifically, lower vertical neighborhoods beneath pedestrian RoIs contain road areas, in which we cannot find two long vertical lines or many vertical edge pixels. There is at most one vertical line produced by lane markers within narrow image stripes because of camera perspective; thus, the lower row-edge index for pedestrian RoIs should not be larger than 1. If this is not the case, nonpedestrian RoIs can be identified, since pedestrian RoIs present vertical contrast between RoIs and their lower neighborhoods.
Similarly, in most cases, the upper row-edge indices for pedestrian RoIs should be smaller than 2, since their upper vertical neighborhoods contain general sky, buildings, trees, etc. and none of them produces two (or more than two) adjacent vertical long edges within the narrow stripes of infrared images. The exception is when pedestrians stand right in front of "hot" light poles, which makes their upper row-edge indices close to 2. In this case, we check their RoI row-edge indices, which should be smaller than 2 for pedestrian RoIs, because some pedestrian image rows do not have any vertical edge pixel and other rows contain at most two vertical edge pixels, i.e., pedestrian-bodyline terminals.
Thus, if both the upper row-edge indices and the RoI rowedge indices are large, there is no vertical contrast for RoIs and nonpedestrian RoIs can be identified. The selected nonpedestrian RoIs are very likely to be in the middle sections of light poles, which is the case for all selected nonpedestrian RoIs shown in Fig. 9(a) . This corresponds to poles in Fig. 5(d) . The RoI row-edge index is used to remove the ambiguity between nonpedestrian RoIs containing light poles and pedestrian RoIs in front of poles.
In summary, pedestrian RoIs and their vertical neighborhoods should present vertical contrast and lead to small upper/lower row-edge indices. Though we cannot identify pedestrian RoIs simply based on vertical contrast, a few nonpedestrian RoIs can be identified and removed when vertical contrast does not exist based on one of the two following conditions: Case 1) lower row-edge index is larger than 1; Case 2) both upper row-edge index and RoI row-edge index are close to or larger than 1.5. The identification process is called contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI removal. Fig. 9 is an example of how we identify nonpedestrians among ten RoIs in Fig. 5(d) , based on their vertical-neighborhood-contrast property. Rectangular regions for RoIs, their upper/lower neighborhood regions, and the corresponding image vertical edge pixels are plotted in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . Fig. 9(a) contains all selected nonpedestrian RoIs through contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI-removal. For each, the vertical-neighborhood-contrast is vague, since there are two clear vertical edges in either the upper or lower vertical neighborhoods, leading to large upper/lower row-edge indices. In this example, the identified nonpedestrian RoIs in Fig. 9 (a) are all light pole regions in Fig. 5(d) . For remaining RoIs in Fig. 9(b) , including all three pedestrian RoIs and three nonpedestrian RoIs, the upper/lower row-edge indices are small and we need histogram/inertia classification to separate them.
It is worth mentioning that we use one large constant threshold for all sequence frames to determine vertical edges based on their pixel-horizontal spacing. Usually, the performance of contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI removal is robust to threshold choices, since the image contrast between RoIs and their neighborhoods is not sensitive to the threshold choices. In the case that a threshold is too large, both RoI row-edge indices and upper/lower row-edge indices for nonpedestrian RoIs are small and the nonpedestrian RoIs cannot be removed based on the two above conditions. In this case, we can still use further histogram/inertia-based classification to identify nonpedestrian RoIs.
1) Statistical Distributions of Contrast-Based Classification Feature:
To demonstrate the properties of RoI contrast-feature vectors, Fig. 10(a) and (b) , respectively, plot the upper-contrast-index, i.e., RoI row-edge index ( axis) versus upper row-edge index ( axis) and the lower-contrast index, i.e., RoI row-edge index ( axis) versus lower row-edge index ( axis) for the RoIs from sequence 3 shown in Fig. 17(c1) (for details, see Table I ). Feature points for pedestrian RoIs and nonpedestrian RoIs are labeled with circles and dots, respectively. As expected, the upper/lower row-edge indices for all pedestrian RoIs are not larger than 1, especially for the lower vertical neighbor regions. Among 248 pedestrian RoIs (circle points) in Fig. 10 pedestrian RoIs and nonpedestrian RoIs, respectively. X axis: inertia feature and Y axis: histogram difference for RoIs and pedestrian template in Fig. 6(a) . (c) and (d) The 2-D inertia/pixel-comparison-based feature vectors for pedestrian RoIs and nonpedestrian RoIs, respectively. X axis: inertia feature and Y axis: image-intensity difference between RoIs and pedestrian template in Fig. 6(a) . In Fig. 11(a) and (b) , histogram feature points for 19.64% of pedestrian RoIs and 16.13% of nonpedestrian RoIs overlap in their data ranges. In Fig. 11 RoIs demonstrates that we can identify nonpedestrian RoIs by checking their contrast index based on the two conditions given in Section III-C and our selected threshold is conservative.
D. Multidimensional Classification Feature
Among the three defined classification features, we can directly use 1-D histogram-based or 1-D inertia-based classification to determine pedestrians by measuring the similarity between RoIs and one generic pedestrian template. For pedestrian RoIs, the expected histogram feature index should be close to 0 and the inertia feature index should be close to 1. The farther the histogram or inertia feature of an RoI deviates from its expected value, the less likely the RoI is to be a pedestrian. Because contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI-removal is best at distinguishing nonpedestrian RoIs that lack in vertical contrast, the contrast-based feature should be combined with other classification features.
Classification results based on the 1-D histogram feature alone can be very close to the ideal ROC boundary for winter sequences, as shown in Fig. 16(a) (details are given in Section IV). To improve classification performance in complicated scenarios, we propose multidimensional classification methods. In this section, we first introduce 2-D histogram/inertia-based classification, in which the inertia feature helps to remove ambiguity introduced in 1-D histogram-based classification, as mentioned in Section III-B2. Then, we introduce 3-D histogram/inertia/contrast-based classification that involves contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI removal to further decrease the ambiguity associated with 2-D histogram/inertia classification.
1) 2-D Histogram/Inertia-Based Classification:
For the 2-D histogram/inertia-based classification method, the similarities between RoIs and our pedestrian template [in Fig. 6(a) ] are measured through 2-D histogram/inertia feature vectors. The statistical distribution of 2-D histogram/inertia feature vectors for all RoIs from the three sequences in Fig. 17(a1) -(c1) (details are given in Section IV, Table I ) are, respectively, presented in Figs. 11(a) and (b), 12(a) and (b), and 13(b) and (c). Figures for both pedestrian RoIs and nonpedestrian RoIs in the same sequences are plotted using the same scale to demonstrate the distribution differences of feature vectors. We can see that 2-D feature values for all pedestrian RoIs are similar and close to their expected value ( axis: inertia and axis: histogram), as shown in Figs. 11(a), 12(a), and 13(b) . Histogram/inertia feature vectors for nonpedestrian RoIs are far from and much more diversified, as shown in Figs. 11(b),  12(b), and 13(c). [Fig. 13(c) shows the remaining nonpedestrian RoIs after contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI-removal.] The comparison confirms that 2-D histogram/inertia-based features are efficient classification feature vectors.
2) 3-D Histogram/Inertia/Contrast-Based Classification: Our 3-D histogram/inertia-feature/contrast-based classification algorithm first calculates RoI contrast-feature vectors for each RoI, then partially removes nonpedestrian RoIs based on the two conditions given in Section III-C, and finally identifies pedestrians among the remaining RoIs through 2-D histogram/inertia-based classification. An example for sequence 3 [shown in Fig. 17(c1) , details are given in Section IV, Table I ], is shown in Figs. 10 and 13 . After segmentation, there are a total of 248 pedestrian RoIs and 854 nonpedestrian RoIs, whose contrast-feature vectors are plotted in Fig. 10 . In the process of contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI removal, 284 nonpedestrian RoIs lacking in clear vertical contrast are identified and removed. The inertia versus histogram 2-D feature vectors for the 284 removed nonpedestrians, 248 segmented pedestrian RoIs, and 570 remaining nonpedestrian RoIs are plotted, respectively, in Fig. 13(a)-(c) . The comparison between Fig. 13(a) and (b) shows that 2-D feature points for 76.76% of removed nonpedestrian RoIs are within the data TABLE II  SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS AND PERFORMANCE FOR THREE EXAMPLES   TABLE III  CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS AND PERFORMANCE FOR THREE EXAMPLES range for pedestrian RoIs, as shown by the rectangular box. The contrast-based feature helps to remove potential ambiguity that occurred when using 2-D histogram/inertia-based classification alone. Therefore, after contrast-based nonpedestrian RoI removal, the percentage of segmented nonpedestrian RoIs, whose 2-D feature vectors overlap with that of segmented pedestrian RoIs in 2-D feature space, has dropped from 47.78% to 25.53% [as shown in Fig. 13(b) and (c) ]. Thus, when the detection rate is set as 100%, the false-alarm rate can drop from 47.78% to 25.53%, as shown in Fig. 16(c) and (d) , improving classification performance.
E. Comparison With Conventional Classification Feature
In this section, we compare the classification ability of two shape-independent features-histogram based and inertia based-with that of a conventional pixel-comparison-based feature. These three different 1-D-classification features measure the similarity between RoIs and our default pedestrian template [as in Fig. 6(a) ]. Specifically, the histogram feature and inertia feature are calculated according to the (5) and (6), and the pixel-comparison-based feature is defined as the Frobenius norm of image pixel intensity differences between RoIs and the pedestrian template. Based on the above definition, the three 1-D classification features for RoIs in Fig. 6(b) and (c) are plotted, respectively, in Fig. 14(a)-(c) , where circles and crossed points, respectively, represent feature points for pedestrian and nonpedestrian RoIs. The inertia ( axis) versus histogram ( axis) feature vectors for the same RoIs are also plotted in Fig. 14(d) .
For ideal classification features, the feature points for multiple pedestrian RoIs are expected to be close to their expected values. The data ranges of feature values for pedestrian RoIs and for nonpedestrian RoIs should not overlap and are expected to be separated as far as possible. We can see that the ratio of overlapped range over the data range for all nonpedestrian RoIs is, respectively, 0% for the histogram-based method [ Fig. 14(b) ], 3.87% for the inertia-based method [ Fig. 14(c) ], and 48.22% for the conventional pixel-comparison-based method [ Fig. 14(a) ]. In other words, to reach 100% pedestrian-detection rate, the false-alarm rate is 48.22% for conventional shape-dependent pixel-comparison feature, while it is only 0% and 3.87% for 1-D shape-independent histogram and inertia features, respectively. Notice that the histogram feature demonstrates its ability to identify pedestrian RoI containing extra background region, as shown by the second pedestrian RoI in Fig. 6(b) . The above comparison illustrates that conventional pixel-comparison-based features are sensitive to pose changes in pedestrian RoIs, and presents much worse classification performance than 1-D histogram-features or 1-D inertia-features does when using only one pedestrian template. Furthermore, the comparison between Fig. 14(d) and Fig. 14 To statistically demonstrate the above advantages, a similar comparison is shown in Fig. 11 for all RoIs from sequence 1 [shown in Fig. 17(a1) , details are given in Section IV, Table I ]. Fig. 11 (a) and (b) plots inertia feature ( axis) versus histogram feature ( axis) and Fig. 11 (c) and (d) plots inertia feature ( axis) versus pixel-comparison-based feature ( axis). In the vertical axis of Fig. 11(a) and (b) , histogram feature points overlap for 19.64% of pedestrian RoIs and 16.13% of nonpedestrian RoIs in their data ranges. In the vertical axis of Fig. 11(c) and (d), pixel-comparison-based feature points overlap for all pedestrian RoIs and 85.33% of nonpedestrian RoIs. In 2-D inertia versus histogram space, the ratios of overlapped range over the data range for all pedestrian RoIs and for all nonpedestrian RoIs are, respectively, 12.13% and 16.31%. As expected, the histogram feature provides better classification performance than the shape-dependent pixel-comparison-based feature. Classification based on both histogram and inertia features further improves performance. More results will be shown in Section IV (Fig. 16 ) to demonstrate the advantages of multidimensional classification.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Up to now, we have presented our segmentation and classification algorithms. In real-world applications, both brightnessand bodyline-based segmentation will be applied and all segmented RoIs will be sent to multidimensional histogram-inertia-contrast-based classifiers for reliability. In this paper, for the purpose of performance evaluation, we apply different combinations of segmentation/classification algorithms to detect pedestrians in three typical scenarios: winter driving [sequence 1, Fig. 17(a1) ], summer suburban driving [sequence 2, Fig. 17(b1) ], and summer urban driving [sequence 3, Fig. 17(c1) ]. From sequence 1 to sequence 3, driving complexity increases. For sequences 1 and 2, even the simplified version of our pedestrian-detection (segmentation/classification) algorithm has improved the current detection performance, as shown in Fig. 3 , which demonstrates the effectiveness of our algorithms.
In this section, we first introduce the basic information for the three sequences as summarized in Table I , then present segmentation results in Section IV-B as summarized in Table II and classification results in Section IV-C as summarized in Table III . Pedestrian-detection examples for the three sequences are shown in Fig. 17(a)-(c) . The initial RoIs (after segmentation) and final detection results (after classification) are highlighted.
A. Test Sequences
The examples of pedestrian appearances for the three sequences can be seen, respectively, in Fig. 6 (sequence 1) and Fig. 7(a) and (b) (sequences 2 and 3). All these video sequences were taken by Toyota Research and Development Laboratories using a far-infrared camera with the wavelength band 8-14 at a frame rate of 6 frames per second (f/s). The frame number and duration for sequences 1, 2, and 3 are, respectively, 240 frames (40 s), 289 frames (48.1 s), and 248 frames (41.3 s). All three sequences recorded the whole process: pedestrians first appeared far away with small image patches (as in the first column in Fig. 17 ), then became closer and larger, until they finally disappeared from the roadside (as in the last column in Fig. 17 ). The total number of pedestrians in the three sequences and the variation ranges of pedestrian sizes are listed in Table I . Within these sequences, the sizes of pedestrian appearance change significantly from as small as 9 17 (in sequence 3) to as large as 83 182 (in sequence 1), 99 times larger. In the middle of sequence 2, a pedestrian was obscured by a truck in 21 frames. Sequence 2 also recorded 92 additional Fig. 3(a) . frames after pedestrians disappeared. We expect no false alarm in these "empty" frames if our proposed shape-independent segmentation/classification works.
B. Segmentation Performance
To demonstrate the segmentation performance, we apply brightness-based segmentation to sequences 1 and 2 (winter and summer suburban driving) and bodyline-based segmentation to sequence 3 (summer urban driving). To evaluate segmentation quality based on our newly proposed index, i.e., side accuracy and side efficiency, we have manually labeled true pedestrian's regions (in rectangular boxes) within all sequence frames. The closer the two segmentation indices are to 100%, the more accurate and efficient the performance is.
Some examples of initial segmented RoIs are highlighted in the second rows of Fig. 17(a)-(c) , which include both pedestrians and false alarms to be removed in classification procedures. Table II lists the number of segmented pedestrian/nonpedestrian RoIs and missed pedestrians and summarizes the mean and range for both performance evaluation indices, segmentation side accuracy, and side efficiency. Fig. 15 plots segmentation side accuracy ( axis) versus segmentation side efficiency ( axis) for each frame as a point in 2-D space. In this figure, 90.42% of sequence 1 frames and 94.97% of sequence 3 frames have both accuracy and efficiency indices larger than 70%. For sequence 2, 93.18% of frames have accuracy and efficiency indices larger than 50% and 70%, respectively. In a total of 777 frames from all three sequences, only nine frames (1.16%) have segmentation side efficiency less than 50% and only four frames (0.51%) have segmentation side accuracy less than 50%. Twelve out of these thirteen frames are from summer sequence 2, as shown in Fig. 15(b) . This is because brightness-based segmentation performance for summer data (the case for sequence 2) is less accurate than for winter data (the case for sequence 1) and also less accurate than using bodyline-based segmentation (the case for sequence 3). Full segmentation algorithms based on both brightness/bodyline will improve segmentation performance.
C. Classification Performance
The classification algorithms for the three sequences are, respectively, 1-D histogram based, 2-D histogram/inertia based, and 3-D histogram/inertia/contrast based. The classification performance indices for the three sequences-ROC boundary as defined in Section I-A-are, respectively, plotted with solid lines in Fig. 16(a), (b) , and (d). All ROC curves or ROC boundaries are close to the ideal ROC boundary shown in Fig. 2(b) , which means high detection rate and small false-alarm rate.
Some examples of classification results are highlighted in the third rows of Fig. 17(a)-(c) , where some false alarms as shown in the second rows of Fig. 17(a) -(c) are removed from initial segmentation results. Fig. 3(a) compares the classification results of marked points in Fig. 16(a), (b) , and (d) with other available published results by plotting their frame false-alarm/detection rate index points in 2-D space. For winter driving, we mark an RoI curve point in Fig. 16(a) whose false-alarm rate is similar to other published winter results [11] and notice that our detection rate is higher. For summer driving, we mark RoI curve points in Fig. 16(b) and (d) whose detection rates are similar to other published summer results [10] and notice that our false-alarm rates are smaller. Fig. 3(a) shows that our classification index points are at the upper and left regions of other classification results, which means higher detection rates with less false alarms.
The performance of 1-D histogram-based classification [ Fig. 16(a) ] is reliable for winter driving sequence 1, which partially benefits from accurate segmentation performance, as shown in Fig. 15 . In general, 1-D-feature-based classification performance is limited for summer driving, as shown in , where dashed and dotted lines are, respectively, for 1-D-histogram-based and 1-D-inertia-based classification. This is due to more complex image properties and more image "noises" for summer images than for winter images. In addition, brightness-based segmentation accuracy for summer suburban driving sequence 2 is relatively less accurate than for winter driving, which adds to classification difficulties.
Fusing the histogram-and inertia-based classification features substantially improves classification performance, as shown by the ROC curve comparison between solid lines (for 2-D histogram/inertia-based classification) and dashed/dotted lines (for 1-D histogram-based and 1-D inertia-based classification) in Fig. 16(b) (sequence 2) and Fig. 16(c) (sequence  3) . The performance of 2-D histogram/inertia classification for sequence 2 reflects its effectiveness for summer suburban driving.
The contrast in classification feature helps to remove the ambiguity when using 2-D histogram/inertia classification. In summary, the segmentation performance illustrated in Fig. 15 shows that our segmented pedestrian regions are relatively accurate and efficient. The classification performance illustrated in Fig. 16 shows that many of false alarms from segmentation process are removed.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents new methods for detecting pedestrians in far-infrared images in order to improve night driving safety. To reliably detect pedestrians with arbitrary poses, we introduce a new shape-independent detection method that stands in contrast to conventional shape-based detection methods to improve performance. In summary, there are two main contributions: 1) We propose an original horizontal-first vertical-second segmentation scheme that first divides infrared images into several vertical image stripes and then searches for pedestrians only within these image stripes. The algorithm can automatically estimate the size of pedestrian regions based on the properties of bright-pixel vertical-projection curves and pedestrian horizontal contrast. Thus, we avoid brute-force searching over the entire images. Our algorithm has wide applicability, since it only assumes that there is some local contrast between the image of a pedestrian and its surroundings and does not make any other assumptions about the driving environment. 2) We have defined unique new shape-independent multidimensional classification features, specifically histogram-, inertia-, and contrast-based features. We have also demonstrated the similarities of these features among pedestrian image regions with different poses, as well as the differences of these features between pedestrian and nonpedestrian RoIs. The histogram variation curve for all pedestrian regions resembles a Gaussian shape of zero mean, while the distribution of inertia-features resembles a Rayleigh distribution with an expected value of 1. Contrast features for pedestrian RoIs-the RoI row-edge indices and the upper/lower row-edge indices-fall within specific data range. In this way, pedestrians can be identified by comparing the similarity of these features derived from segmented RoIs with those of a pedestrian template. Only one generic pedestrian template is needed. In contrast, traditional image pixel-comparison-based classification is shape dependent, so multiple pedestrian templates are necessary to deal with pedestrians in different poses. On the whole, although the proposed pedestrian detection methodology is by no means perfect for real-world applications and we still need to further improve the detection performance, it has made much progress, considering the current research stages, and presents encouraging results. Shape-independent features are more robust with respect to pedestrian pose changes than traditional shape-dependent features. Also, our segmentation and classification processes collaborate with one another. Initial horizontal segmentation and bodyline searching improves the segmentation accuracy and efficiency and fewer segmentation errors lead to fewer classification errors. At the same time, the computational load is low. Our segmentation process avoids brute-force searching over the whole image and the classification process avoids the need for comparison with multiple pedestrian templates. The proposed new statistical features can be fused with other general pedestrian-detection features for multidimensional feature-based detection to further improve reliability and speed.
